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OPEN LETTER

Vice-president Joe Biden has thoroughly disgraced himself today by making such a shocking
statement that he wants President Obama to issue an executive order to call for total gun
confiscation in our nation! No American president has the power to break into and reverse the
keystone amendment in the Bill of Rights! To do so would be an intolerable violation of the
Oath of Office, which the president and his vice-president took “to support and defend the
Constitution”. Just the thought of something so opposite to the mind of a sane person, Biden’s
statement should cause the nation to wonder about the mental health of Joe Biden and others like
him who are holding high positions in our republic. Since Biden is of such intention, he should
step down now or be immediately impeached. No American president, nor his vice president,
can ever be vested with such power as to enable him to order or consider such an evil and unwise
thing! The president and his assistant should be a respectable commander-in-chief of our
military. Can he command the defense of our nation without arms? Apparently, Biden thinks (or
hopes) that Obama has the power to destroy our defense systems. This is not true!
First off, Obama has no power to overrule the Bill of Rights! It is a long standing historic
Constitutional principle that the Bill of Rights is not subject to repeal, revoke or the rescinding
process! The Bill of Rights is a confirmation of the rights that the Creator has endowed upon
man. We need to remember that the Bill of Rights was ratified by the people, it is their
document, their possession, and their authority! It cannot be set aside or over-ridden without
their expressed permission! The people are not foolish enough to knowingly divest themselves
of their authority or their guns. Without guns, the people would have no authority! Guns equal
authority! Doesn’t Vice President Biden know that? If it is “crime” that worries Biden, why did
he not call (four years ago) for the borders to be closed rather than allow so many criminals to
enter our country? How can we be sure that the tragic crimes, which have occurred, are not prearranged? It is no wonder more people feel the need to buy guns!
Our nation is a republic. The definition of a republic is that the people within are in charge of
their government – the people of the republic are the ultimate authority! The main reason that
the Second Amendment was written was to keep the people as the ultimate power! The 1789
Constitution would not have been accepted without the right to keep and bear arms. An unarmed
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nation has no authority! They cannot protect themselves against criminals, nor would they have
recourse against tyrannical leaders and representatives.
Up until the Civil War era, the militia included the whole people, and the name of every able
bodied male was sent to the local Brigade Inspector who conducted proper militia training. Not
only was invasion from without being guarded against, the intention of the Founding Fathers was
to keep the federal government itself from destroying our liberty from within. The need to guard
our liberty is more essential now than ever before.
We have witnessed a number of acts by the federal government, which are responsible for
ongoing damage. For example, the Congress has passed a law, and President John F. Kennedy
has signed it, which transfers our entire national armed forces over to the control of a communist
infiltrated international group (the United Nations) on a permanent basis! As this law proceeds,
the U.S.A. will soon have no more army, no more navy, nor an air force of its own, and
American citizens are expected to be totally disarmed! This law which is the foundation for
these planned changes is called Public Law 87-297, the Arms Control and Disarmament Act.
(You are urged to read it on the Internet). It was designed to support a world army filled with
soldiers from communist countries. They are already here! Many foreign soldiers from
communist countries are now planted on American soil. This should never have been allowed!
Isn’t this law the REAL reason Biden keep pushing to disarm Americans? The world army
won’t be disarmed! In the last several years, our federal administration has been revamped by
the creation of the Homeland Security Department. The HSD merged the military and our
civilian law enforcement systems (the police) together. In other words we have been revamped
so that we can be controlled under the planned world-wide military government operation.
These changes allow our system of government to be operated under a dictatorship, which makes
it easy to understand why there is such a strong drive to disarm the American citizens.
Also, in recent years, it was discovered that the people’s (so called) “permission” was obtained
for their firearms to be prohibited. This false permission was secretly entered into the
government records under the planning and management handled by the federal Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA). This falsification of the people’s so-called
“permission to be disarmed” is exposed in the Page 340 swindle. There was no permission given
by the people for their guns to be prohibited. This scandal is a sleeper and the basis upon which
Vice President Biden and President Obama will proceed in their effort to forcibly disarm
Americans. The only way the federal government can continue to move us under a militarized
and socialistic/communist world government is by the technique of gradualism. The Second
Amendment in the Bill of Rights cannot be over-ridden, but the anti-gunners still hope they will
be able to swindle the people into believing they have lost the battle and will then surrender their
arms.
Somehow, the people must be made to see through the whole program that the anti-gunners are
working on, so that they will realize why we are being made defenseless as individuals and as a
country. Then, the public can more readily understand why Vice President Biden has made such
a foolish and impossible proposal to Barack Obama. Americans need to examine how much
global government managers are running and ruining this country. Unless they realize this, they
will succumb to the propaganda that is being foisted upon them continually by the anti-gunners.
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Without guns, the people will not only lose their authority and freedom, but will also lose their
right to own land.
Let us hope that the shocking laws that have already been signed will be a wake-up call to the
people that the right to arms is the key we Americans must hold on to, if we are to save ourselves
from a complete wipe out, arranged by our own government. Immediate impeachment of any
public official that calls for us to be disarmed is the answer.
Second Amendment Committee
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